
Summaries

Moshe Bar-Asher

The Presence of Mishnaic Hebrew in Blessing Formulas

A comprehensive analysis of the blessing formulas reveals scant presence 
of mishnaic Hebrew. There are, however, several instances of interest. Three 
are discussed in detail in this article. First, at times it was necessary to use 
a word or a phrase from mishnaic Hebrew rather than its biblical Hebrew 
counterpart. Second, as is well known, the language of prayer tends to use 
synonyms, such as word pairs connected with or without the conjunction ְו
(‘and’), or parallel hemistiches in one sentence. For the most part, biblical 
words equal or close in meaning were chosen for this purpose. But, at 
times, mishnaic Hebrew vocabulary provided the answer to the stylistic 
need for synonyms. Third, a special connection to mishnaic Hebrew was 
found in the closing of the blessings on the commandments. The article 
explores in detail the reason for its appearance there.

Zohar Amar

The Onager and the Donkey: Crossing the Lines

This article demonstrates that the biblical pere (ֶרא  ָערֹוד is in fact the (ּפֶ
mentioned in ancient Hebrew sources and can be unquestionably identified 
as the onager (Equus hemionus). Thus, the term ָערֹוד used in modern 
Hebrew for the African wild ass (Equus africanus) is incorrect, and there 
is no evidence that this creature ever lived in the wild in the land of Israel.

Due to its wildness and untameability, the onager, one of the prominent 
wild animals that characterized the desert landscapes of southern Israel 
and Transjordan (Ammon and Moab), was used as a derisive epithet in 
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the Bible. It was also hunted for its meat (in Judaism it was considered 
ritually unclean). Revealed here for the first time are some of the sources 
that point to a unique phenomenon of crossbreeding between the onager 
and the wild donkey in the deserts of the land of Israel and particularly in 
eastern Transjordan. These hybrids were in demand in ancient times as 
exotic, unique animals, a phenomenon also observed in the modern age. 
This phenomenon sheds new light on the laws of hybridization that are 
mentioned in the Mishnah and reveals that they have real-life applications.

Nurith Reich

ֲאִרי יפּוִני ָכּ A New Explanation :(Ps. 22 :17) ִהִקּ

Based on the Aramaic mnemonic device found in an enigmatic masoretic 
note, this article suggests a new explanation for the word יפּוִני  whose) ִהִקּ
usual meaning is ‘they surrounded me’) in the difficult verse in Ps. 22 :17. 
This note, which appears in two biblical manuscripts: Ms. Sassoon 507 to 
the Torah; and the Cairo Codex to the Prophets, refers to the word ֲאִרי  ָכּ
(‘like a lion’) that occurs twice in the Hebrew Bible with qames ̣under 
the kaph (Isa. 38:13; Ps. 22:17). The Aramaic mnemonic device in the 
masoretic note reads as follows:

 
ִ
ב

פזרוני 
בצפרא 

‘Twice [in the Bible]’ – and the allusive sign is ‘they [?] me in the morning’.
The author shows that the meaning of the root פז"ר in this mnemonic 

device is not the usual ‘to scatter’,  but ‘to beat, to smite’,  a meaning that 
harmonizes with her suggested understanding of the word יפּוִני .’as ‘to beat ִהִקּ
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Mordechay Mishor

Nif ‘al Participles of Strong Verbs with Ḥolam 
after the Second Radical

Preparation of material for the Hebrew Historical Dictionary uncovered 
instances of nif ‘al participles of strong (triliteral) verbs with họlam after 
the second radical. The examples from ancient literature include: נאפוד, 
 .נכלול in modern literature, we find ;נתכון ,נשחוטת ,נקבורין ,ננעול ,נלקוטין
This may reflect the influence of the 2nd radical w/y verbal construction.

Aharon Maman

The Adoption of Foreign Theories by Medieval and 
Renaissance Hebrew Grammarians

In describing biblical Hebrew, medieval and renaissance Hebrew philologists 
used existing theoretical frameworks from the linguistic literature of their 
natural environments as templates. In the Arabic-speaking lands they 
adopted the model developed by Arabic grammarians, and in the Latin-
speaking regions, the theories applied to Latin grammar, and so on. This 
phenomenon is not surprising, as it was the norm in science from antiquity. 

Note, however, that the Hebrew grammarians did not borrow the contents 
of these works but their frameworks alone. Furthermore, the borrowing 
of a theoretical-conceptual framework is a complex task, requiring exact 
matching, subtle comparison, and clarification, to determine what does and 
does not fit the description of Hebrew. The rare cases in which a philologist 
copied definitions or imported rules or concepts beyond what was strictly 
necessary for Hebrew were the result of inattention or overenthusiasm, 
and are, in any event, the exception that proves the rule.

Thorough investigation revealed, for example, that the science of 
comparative Semitic (Hebrew–Aramaic–Arabic) philology was a pure 
innovation of Hebrew grammarians. This was by no means the borrowing 
of a theoretical model, but rather the use of building blocks from Arabic 
grammars and dictionaries, combined with Hebrew and Aramaic materials 
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to create a totally new edifice. Hebrew grammarians also built upon the 
theories of other grammarians. 

In the Latin-speaking area many Hebrew philologists composed their 
works according to Latin grammatical concepts. For example, Yitzhak 
Ben-Yehuda, a thirteenth-century grammarian, incorporated many 
European grammatical terms, such as the division into parts of speech, 
in his Sefer ha-Eshel. It turns out that this phenomenon was widespread 
as demonstrated in two recent doctoral dissertations, one on Abraham de 
Balmes’ Miqneh Abram; the second on Joseph ibn Caspi’s Rattuqot Kesef 
(grammar) and Sharshot Kesef (a Hebrew–Hebrew dictionary of biblical 
Hebrew). Uncovered here were the traditions that formed the backdrop 
of these compositions from Italy and Provence respectively.

To sum up, if a theory is good enough to describe one language it may 
also fit other languages, a cognate language especially. Medieval and 
Renaissance Hebrew scholars made the necessary adjustments to the 
borrowed theories so that they would fit Hebrew perfectly.

Chaim E. Cohen

in Late Ashkenazic Readings ָיצּור , ְיצּור , ְיִציר

The words ְיִציר , ְיצּור appear in various prayer texts and blessings. ְיִציר is 
familiar from the blessing שמח תשמח, one of the seven blessings of the 
marriage ceremony: בגן עדן מקדם כשמחך ְיִציְר and from the liturgical 
poem Adon Olam: בטרם כל יציר נברא. The form ְיצּור can be found in the 
“Sanctification of the Day” (the fourth blessing) in the Amida prayer for 
Rosh Hashana: וידע כל ְיצּור כי אתה יצרתו.

Ashkenazic grammarians altered the forms used in these prayers. Solomon 
Zalman Hanau corrected ְיִציר to ְיצּור in Adon Olam; Isaac Satanow corrected 
 following Abraham ibn Ezra who , ָיצּור in the Rosh Hashana prayer to ְיצּור
regarded this form as a passive participle. Evidence for the reading ָיצּור 
as pronounced by “some cantors” comes from the seventeenth century 
(namely, earlier than Satanow), in Shabbethai Sofer’s commentary in his 
prayer book. 

Hanau’s emendation did not gain acceptance, but Satanow’s emendation 
of ְיצּור to ָיצּור in the Rosh Hashana liturgy was adopted by Wolf 
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Heidenheim and subsequently by Isaac Seligman Baer, which led to its 
presence in various accurate Ashkenazic prayer books, including some 
contemporary ones.

Yael Reshef

Three Generations in the Early-Twentieth- 
Century Hebrew Press

This paper discusses the transition to a modern journalistic style in Hebrew 
newspapers published in Palestine during the Second Aliya period. Three 
newspapers operated in Palestine at that time, and their linguistic analysis 
reveals that they were based on three distinct types of Hebrew written style: 
Havazelet of the old Yishuv reflects traditional modes of expression; Hazvi 
reflects Ben-Yehuda’s short-lived attempt to introduce into Hebrew a new, 
unique journalistic style which was influenced by the European popular 
press; whereas Hapoel Haza’ir of the Second Aliya, which was based from 
its inception on modern modes of expression, laid the foundation for the 
contemporary journalistic style. Its establishment in 1907 marks a turning 
point in the development of written journalism in Palestine.

Rivka Bliboim and Nimrod Shatil

Juxtaposition and Construct States 
in Contemporary Hebrew

Hebrew has two constructions comprised of noun1 + noun2: (1) the construct 
state (henceforth, CS), in which noun1 is a distinct allomorph and noun2 
was traditionally a genitival attribute, but also serves frequently as a general 
modifier of noun1; (2) juxtaposition (henceforth, JP) in which noun1 is 
not a distinct allomorph. One of its main realizations is apposition; i.e., 
the two nouns have the same referent.

Based mainly on Web data and other contemporary sources, we examine 
the semantic relationship between the construct state and juxtaposition, 
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including opposition, synonymy, and complementary diffusion. A diachronic 
view was also provided. We found that juxtaposition constructions are used 
mainly when noun2 has an attributive, not a genitive, role. In other words, 
it may be productively compared to the role of tamyīz in Arabic. In these 
cases the distinction between the two forms may be neutralized; e.g., glidat 
vanil (CS), glida vanil (JP) (vanilla ice cream). Since juxtaposition is related 
to a specific semantic domain only, the description of this phenomenon as 
substandard is doubtful. Some attributive domains are: lists of commercial 
catalogue items such as xulca géver (a men’s shirt), differentiations between 
eroded notions such as báit (house) in the CS bet merkaxat (pharmacy) 
and non-eroded notions in JP like báit karka (a detached house), and 
JPs that form new lexical items such as kiráim gaz (gas stove). JPs also 
have new functions: colloquial emotional expressions like ʾaruxa zvaʿa 
(a dreadful meal, a kind of a meal); phrases that denote intensification like 
mesibah shigaon (a great party), and prototypical uses such as gever gever.

Phrases composed of three nouns may have different denotations due 
to their different immediate constituents: in CS, bet (horey diskin) (the 
house of Diskin’s parents), noun2 retains its denotative meaning of horim 
(parents), whereas in JP, the same constituents (bet horim) diskin (Diskin 
senior citizens’ home), noun2 loses its denotative meaning.

Keren Dubnov and Edit Doron

Complement Alternation in Removal Verbs: 
Biblical vs. Modern Hebrew

Removal verbs select two complements with the semantic roles of locatum 
and location. In many languages, these complements vary in their syntactic 
realization. Some verbs realize their complements in what we call frame A,  
where the locatum is the direct object of the verb. Other verbs realize 
their complements in frame B, where the location is the direct object. 
The complements of a third group of verbs alternate in their realization 
between the two frames A/B. In the present study, we first survey the 
distribution of removal verbs in biblical Hebrew among the three classes: 
A, B, A/B. We then examine those verbs which have remained in use in 
modern Hebrew. Our main finding is that the distribution of these verbs is 
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determined by their biblical distribution; namely, they maintain the basic 
semantic schism between verbs which realize their arguments in frame A 
(whether or not they also alternate in A/B), and those which realize their 
arguments in frame B only. This consistency uncovers an aspect of modern 
Hebrew syntax that is an organic development of biblical Hebrew syntax.
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